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INSTALLATION OF THE 'AC MANAGER' APPLICATION / IMPORTANT
- Install the application ("Access Control Manager" Golmar Sistemas de Comunicación, S.A)
Ver.1.9.4 dated 17 Sept 2021, from the "Play Store" of your Smartphone with NFC.
( ) - Note: This version 1.9.4, allows you to export the data of the App "AC Manager" from a
* Smartphone with NFC (that supports / or not Android Beams due to "an Android update") to
another Smartphone with NFC that supports Android Beams (currently Android 9.0 or lower).
( ) - Important: This version 1.9.4, installed on smartphones that do not support Android Beams
* (Android versions 10 or higher) does not allow the functions of sending installation data to the
door panel or receiving installation data from the door panel.
.- You can download the "AC Manager" App from Google Play or from the following quick link QR on your
smartphone with NFC and Android Beams support for full functionality, see ( ) (Note & Important):

*

'AC MANAGER' APPLICATION (NFC ACCESS CONTROL)
HOME SCREEN
The home screen shows a list of available sites and the options menu. You can also create new
sites by pressing the button located in the bottom right of the screen.

AC Manager

From the home screen, you can also edit the name or delete the site by pressing on the site in the
list as shown.

AC Manager
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'AC MANAGER' APPLICATION (NFC ACCESS CONTROL)
OPTIONS MENU
Use the side menu to access the different options of the application. To access the menu, press
on the icon located in the top left of the screen or swipe from left to right across the screen with
your finger.

AC Manager

AC Manager

OPTIONS MENU ACTIONS
Add site:
This allows you to create a new site in the 'AC Manager' application and then add new cards in
the Edit site option.
Edit site:
This allows you to manage the cards of a site, adding and removing Master cards and Residents'
cards or identifying cards within the same site.
Send site:
This starts the process of sending an existing site from the 'AC Manager' application to the panel.
You need to press the option, select the site from the list shown, hold the device to the panel and
press the screen as many times as the application requests until the Correct message is
displayed.
Receive site:
This starts the process of the 'AC Manager' application receiving an existing site from the panel.
Press the option, hold the phone to the panel and, when the link is made, a message appears
confirming that data is being received, followed by a completed message.
Update site:
This starts the process of updating the data of an existing site on the device with the existing data
on the panel.
Delete site:
This starts the process of deleting all of the cards on the panel. It is necessary to press the option,
hold the device to the panel and press the screen for the changes to take effect.
Continued overleaf
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'AC MANAGER' APPLICATION (NFC ACCESS CONTROL)
OPTIONS MENU ACTIONS
Continued from previous page

Export data:
Allows you to export the AC Manager App database from one Smartphone with NFC and import it
to another Smartphone with NFC and supporting “Android Beam”.
Import data:
Allows to import the database of the "AC Manager" App from a Smartphone with NFC to another
Smartphone with NFC and supporting "Android Beam".
Ticketing (multi-access card):
This enables definition of the number of accesses that a multi-access card (ticketing) can have.
When the counter reaches 0, access to the site will be denied. If a value has already been
assigned, the remaining number of accesses is shown.
Visiting card (one access):
This enables contact information such as name and/or phone number to be entered. When the
card is read by a mobile phone with NFC, this contact information will be read and the person
responsible for the site can be called.
Link door panel:
This enables the device to be linked to a panel in order to transfer data (Send/Receive/Update).
Exit:
Press to exit the application. A confirmation dialogue will be displayed.
EDIT SITE
To add cards to a site, press Edit site on the home menu and select the site you wish to edit from
those shown in the list of available sites.

Select installation

Continued overleaf
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'AC MANAGER' APPLICATION (NFC ACCESS CONTROL)
EDIT SITE
Continued from previous page

A list of cards associated with the site will be displayed.
Edit installation

The Master cards are shaded with light grey and the Residents' cards appear with the
background colour. The Master card identifies the group and the Residents' cards that precede it
are members of that group and allow access to the site.
On the panel, each Master card can manage the residents' cards associated with the same group,
thus enabling cards from the same group to be added and removed. The residents' cards allow
entry to the site regardless of the group to which they belong.
Add Master cards:
To add Master cards, press the +M icon on the top bar.
Edit installation

Continued overleaf
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'AC MANAGER' APPLICATION (NFC ACCESS CONTROL)
EDIT SITE
Continued from previous page

Select the Master card number from the drop-down menu. This enables different groups to be
created in order to divide the site as required. Once the card is detected, a dialogue box will
appear to rename the card if necessary. Then press OK to save the changes.

Main group
Master 0

Master 0

Add Residents' cards:
To add Residents' cards, press the +R icon on the top bar.
Edit installation

Select the Master card number from the drop-down menu. This enables the residents' card to
be assigned to the group selected. Once the card is detected, a dialogue box will appear to
Continued overleaf
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'AC MANAGER' APPLICATION (NFC ACCESS CONTROL)
EDIT SITE
Continued from previous page

rename the card if necessary. Then press OK to save the changes.

Antonio Gutiérrez
Master 0

Resident
Master 0

Identify cards:
This enables cards to be identified within the site. Select a card by holding it to the device or
entering the card's identification number in order to rename or delete it without previously
knowing to whom it belongs. Press the magnifying glass icon to access the screen.

Edit installation

Continued overleaf

'AC MANAGER' APPLICATION (NFC ACCESS CONTROL)
EDIT SITE
Continued from previous page

If the card exists in the site, a dialogue box will appear with the card's information; if not, a
message will be displayed indicating that it has not been found in the site.

Antonio Gutiérrez
Master 0

Relay time:
To change the activation time of the relays, press on the three points of the menu and the Relay
times action.

It is possible to change the output times of relays R1, R2 and R3, the Panic output activated by
the cards and the activation times of outputs R1 and R2 activated by buttons P1 and P2.
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'AC MANAGER' APPLICATION (NFC ACCESS CONTROL)
SEND SITE
To add a site to the panel from the 'AC Manager' application, go to Send site on the home menu
and select the site you wish to send from those shown in the list of available sites.
IMPORTANT: Smartphone with NFC must support "Android Beam".

Select installation

Hold the device to the panel and follow the instructions that appear on the screen. Then wait for
the process to complete, which may require a number of screen taps depending on the volume of
cards. Repeat the process until the Correct message appears on the screen.

Send installation

Waiting to send installation.

14 cards
Correct
Installation sent correctly.

OK

Move the device closer to the plate.

Send:

'AC MANAGER' APPLICATION (NFC ACCESS CONTROL)
RECEIVE SITE
To save the panel's existing site on the device, go to the Receive site option on the home menu.
IMPORTANT: Smartphone with NFC must support "Android Beam".

Hold the device to the panel to start the data sending process, indicated by a message displayed
on the screen, and wait for the data saving process to appear. When it does, you can move the
device away from the panel.

Get installation

Waiting to receive installation
Add installation

Move the device closer to the plate

Receiving data, please do not
remove the device.

It will then be added to the list of sites on the home screen and named with the current time and date.
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'AC MANAGER' APPLICATION (NFC ACCESS CONTROL)
UPDATE SITE
To save the panel's existing site on the device and updating it with data that has been saved,
go to the Update site option on the home menu. Then press the site that you wish to update.
IMPORTANT: Smartphone with NFC must support "Android Beam".

Select installation

Hold the device to the panel to start the data reception process, indicated by a message
displayed on the screen, and wait for the data saving process to appear. When it does, you can
move the device away from the panel.

Get installation

Waiting to receive installation
Add installation

Move the device closer to the plate

Receiving data, please do not
remove the device.

The list of sites on the home screen of the device will then be updated with the data from the
panel, and names assigned to the cards found in the device.
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'AC MANAGER' APPLICATION (NFC ACCESS CONTROL)
DELETE SITE
To delete the panel's site with the 'AC Manager' application, go to Delete site on the home menu.
IMPORTANT: Smartphone with NFC must support "Android Beam".

Accept the warning displayed on the screen, hold the device to the panel, follow the instructions
that appear on the screen and wait for the process to complete and the Correct message to
appear.

Send installation

Waiting to send installation.

Correct
Installation sent correctly.

OK

Move the device closer to the plate.

Send:
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'AC MANAGER' APPLICATION (NFC ACCESS CONTROL)
EXPORT THE "AC MANAGER" APP DATABASE
Check that you have installed the latest update of the "AC Manager" APP from the "Play Store" of
your Smartphone with NFC. This update allows you to export the AC Manager APP database and
import it to another Smartphone with NFC.
Play Store

“AC Manager” App

Update

Click on the Export data option, a file named "nfc_test.sqlite" will be downloaded:

Database exported properly at:/
storage/emulated/0/acmanager/
nfc_test.sqlite

Database exported properly at:/
storage/emulated/0/acmanager/
nfc_test.sqlite
Continued overleaf
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'AC MANAGER' APPLICATION (NFC ACCESS CONTROL)
IMPORT THE "AC MANAGER" APP DATABASE
Continued from previous page

Once the process of Exporting data from the database of the "AC Manager" APP of a Smartphone with
NFC has been carried out (see page 14), copy the created file "nfc_test.sqlite" to the folder (internal
memory/acmanager/nfc_test.sqlite) of the Smartphone with NFC where the database is to be imported.
IMPORTANT: Smartphone with NFC must support "Android Beam".
1. Copy file

2. Click on “Import Data” option

Internal storage

Import data
You are going to import the
data. Keep in mind that you
will overwrite the database
with the recovery ﬁle called
’nfc_test.sqlite’ that you have
stored inside the ’acmanger’
folder in the root of the device
memory.Do you wish to
con#nue?.
NO
SI
Yes

Then click on the YES option to confirm the data import:

Import data
You are going to import the
data. Keep in mind that you
will overwrite the database
with the recovery ﬁle called
’nfc_test.sqlite’ that you have
stored inside the ’acmanger’
folder in the root of the device
memory.Do you wish to
con#nue?.
NO
SI
Yes

Database imported properly

Database imported properly

'AC MANAGER' APPLICATION (NFC ACCESS CONTROL)
TICKETING (MULTI-ACCESS CARD)
To establish a number of accesses for a ticketing card (multi-access card), press the Ticketing option.

The screen for selecting the number of accesses between 1 and 100 will be displayed. Then hold
the ticketing card to the NFC reader to show the number of accesses remaining and, if the
counter has been initialised, the remaining accesses will be displayed.

Remaining access 100
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'AC MANAGER' APPLICATION (NFC ACCESS CONTROL)
VISITING CARD (ONE ACCESS)
To write contact information on an access card, press the Visiting card option.

The screen for entering contact information will be displayed. Press the Write Card button and, on
the next screen shown, hold the cards that you wish to record with contact information to the reader.

When you hold a card to a device with NFC, the contact information saved on the card will be
displayed.
New tag analyzed

Call to
Telephone
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'AC MANAGER' APPLICATION (NFC ACCESS CONTROL)
LINK DOOR PANEL

To link a device to a panel, go to the Link panel option. Once linked, you can transfer data between them.
The card needs to have been added to the panel beforehand using the add residents' cards process.
IMPORTANT: Smartphone with NFC must support "Android Beam".

A panel can only have 5 linked devices, a device can be linked to different panels.
The screen for holding the site card to the device will be displayed. Once the Correct message has
been shown, the screen will display the message for holding the card to the panel.

Link plate

Approach an NFC card

Approach the card to the
plate.
Correct

Once the panel and device have been linked, the green LED on the panel will light up and a
confirmation tone will sound.
Continued overleaf

'AC MANAGER' APPLICATION (NFC ACCESS CONTROL)
LINK PANEL
Continued from previous page

Master

Master

Site

Site

Site
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